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It is surprising how different the network relationships within an organization is from what is
shown in an established organizational chart. I have borrowed the chart (below) from Professor
Rob Cross of Babson College to illustrate the difference.

Formal structure
(organizational
chart)

Informal structure
(network map)

Source: Rob Cross (2014)
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Organizational Network Analysis
Collecting Network Data via Surveys

Engagement surveys and other such
culture surveys have become a mainstay of
the workplace. There are several options
for such surveys such as comprehensive
employee satisfaction surveys, or real-time
pulse surveys, which are common in large
organizations’ human capital departments.
One of the largest complaints from such
surveys is that once managers see the
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McKenzie’s Finance team is completely
siloed. Moreover, McKenzie has no communication with the third tier of her team, Zoe,
Anna, Simon, and Alexander. There seems
to be a collaborative hole in this department, and action needs to be taken.

Organizational Network Analysis –
Collecting Network Data from Other
Sources

“Today’s computer networks, including the internet and wireless networks,
create human- connection grids that are
larger than
4 ever,” quotes Bill Roberts of HR
Magazine. “This may be why social network
analysis, which has existed for decades, is
becoming a more popular way to understand organizations and change.”
Big Data: interactions via email, phone
calls, computer conferencing, bulletin
boards, social media, archival records, work
histories, event attendance, public databases, are all part of the data tsunami.
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This visual (Figure 2) more closely resembles what a raw network analysis would
look like. A detailed analysis is beyond the
scope of this article. However, when entering into an Organizational Network Analysis project, certain objectives are kept in
mind.
• For each organizational team, determine
how well the existing informal network
supports the soon-to-be- formed organizational teams.
• Identify:
◦ Current patterns of interaction across
organizational boundaries
◦ Brokers and central connectors who
can play integration roles
• Produce tailored reports for each manager to leverage in building their new
teams.
In the practice of People Analytics, below
are some of the key goals to undertake an
Organizational Network Analysis study:
• Reducing employee overload,
• Improving resiliency of global teams,

• Reducing collaboration inefficiencies,
• Eliminating organizational silos, and
• Enhancing career paths.

Conclusion

These Organizational Network Analysisdriven strategies tend to require very little
additional resources. Often the difference
comes down to tracking and encouraging a
very small number of pivotal relationships.

However, in most organizations, those
pivotal relationships are invisible.
Traditional research explained the
outcome of an individual, a team, or a
company as a function of behavioral attributes or an aggregate of characteristics.
Network analysis adds social structure into
the equation by considering processes,
influence, and social capital in the larger
construct of how work gets done.
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